Use of contact pressure-sensitive surfaces as an indicator of graft tension in medial patellofemoral ligament reconstruction.
No previous description has been made about an objective method to test the graft resistance in MPFL reconstruction intraoperatively. In our study, we aimed to obtain intraoperative objective data about the graft resistance using contact pressure-sensitive surfaces and measuring pressure formed under the graft. In 2012, double-layered contact pressure-sensitive Fuji Prescale Film bands were placed under MPFL in 15 fresh-frozen high above-knee amputates (Group 1) and under graft in 10 patients who underwent MPFL reconstruction (Group 2). Measured values at different flexion angles were compared between and in groups. Statistical analysis was performed by Student's t test. It has been found that the pressure under the graft was higher in patients having reconstruction as compared to the pressure under natural MPFL. Decreasing pressure values were observed with increasing flexion angles in both groups. Contact pressure-sensitive surfaces provided objective data when placed under the graft in natural MPFL and during surgery. Therefore, they may be used as an objective marker providing information about graft resistance.